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INTRODUCTION
The notion of baryon distribution amplitudes (DAs) refers to the valence component of the Bethe-Salpeter wave function at small transverse separations and is central for the theory of hard exclusive reactions involving baryons [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . As usual for a eld theory, extraction of the asymptotic behavior (in our case for vanishing transverse separation) introduces divergences that can be studied by the renormalization-group (RG) method. The distribution amplitude ϕ thus becomes a function of the three quark momentum fractions x i and the scale that serves as a UV cuto in the allowed transverse momenta. Solving the corresponding RG equations in leading logarithmic accuracy [10, 11] one is led to the expansion ϕ(x i , µ 2 ) = 120x 1 x 2 x 3 ∞ n=0 n l=0 c nl (µ 0 )P nl (x i ) α s (µ) α s (µ 0 )
The summation goes over all multiplicatively renormalizable operators built of three quarks and n derivatives and β 0 is the rst coecient of the beta function. The polynomials P nl (x i ) and anomalous dimensions γ nl are obtained by diagonalizing the mixing matrix for the three-quark operators
and the c nl (µ 0 ) are the corresponding (nonperturbative) matrix elements.
The theory of nucleon DAs has reached a certain degree of maturity. In particular the scale dependence is well understood [12, 13] and it reveals important symmetries of the quantum theory that are not seen at the level of the QCD Lagrangian [14] . At the same time, they are much less studied as compared to the usual parton distributions.
One reason is that the approach to the perturbative factorization regime in hard reactions appears to be slow. There is overwhelming evidence that, e.g., electromagnetic and transition form factors at currently available momentum transfers of the order of a few GeV 2 [15, 16, 17, 18 ] receive large nonfactorizable contributions from large transverse distances, usually referred to as soft (Feynman) or end-point contributions, and possibly from higher-twist corrections. This is indicated, for example, by the fact that the helicity selection rules are strongly violated. Another reason is that nucleon DAs enter physical observables in a rather complicated way through convolution integrals, integrated with smooth functions of the momentum fractions. This makes an experimental determination of the DAs pointwise in x i very dicult. A qualitative picture suggested by QCD sum rule calculations is that the valence quark with the spin parallel to that of the proton carries most of its momentum [8, 9, 19] . It is timely to make this picture quantitative; lattice QCD ist best suited for this purpose [20, 21] , allowing us to evaluate nonperturbative hadronic matrix elements of local operators that enter the expansion in (1) in a fully controllable fashion, at least in principle.
In this work we report on the calculation of the rst few moments of the leading-twist nucleon DA and also the normalization of the next-to-leading (twist-four) DAs [22] using two dynamical avors of clover fermions. The reason Typeset by REVT E X arXiv:0811.2712v1 [hep-lat] 17 Nov 2008
why we also consider higher-twist DAs is that they enter the calculation of the helicity-violating Pauli form factor of the nucleon in perturbative QCD [23] and also the calculation of the soft (end-point) corrections to the form factors in the framework of the light-cone sum rule approach [24, 25] . Their knowledge is imperative for a QCD description of exclusive reactions in the JLAB energy range. It turns out that the same matrix elements are responsible for proton decay in Grand Unied Theories (GUTs), so they are also interesting in a broader physics context. A short presentation of our main results has already been given in Ref. [26, 27] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a brief review of the general framework and denitions of the specic quantities that will be calculated. We focus on the relations to local matrix elements including those that are relevant for proton decay.
In Section III we explain the lattice approach to the calculation of the matrix elements. The advantages of this method come at the cost of reduced symmetry due to the discretization of space-time. This leads to additional (unwanted) operator mixing as compared to the continuum, which has to be reduced as much as possible by a suitable choice of the operator basis. In particular, mixing with lower-dimensional operators is dangerous. The theoretical basis for the corresponding analysis is the classication of operators according to irreducible representations of the relevant lattice symmetry group. For quark-antiquark operators such a classication has been worked out in Ref.
[28], while the analogous classication for the three-quark operators needed here is treated in Refs. [29, 30] .
Section IV is devoted to the presentation of the numerical results for the matrix elements. We apply two dierent methods to analyze the data. The rst one, which we refer to as unconstrained, is used to determine the normalization constants and to check the consistency of our results for higher moments. In the second method we use the momentum conservation as an additional constraint. This allows us to improve the accuracy of our results for the higher moments.
In Section V we construct a model for the leading-twist DA, presenting our results in form of the canonical expansion Eq. (1), and compare it with other models in the literature. The nal Section VI is reserved for a summary and conclusions.
Some further technical details are presented in the Appendices, in particular the relations between the local operators relevant for leading-twist DAs of spin-1/2 baryons and the irreducible three-quark operators. We also present here the bare lattice results.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
A.
Leading twist
The leading-twist proton DA can be dened [31, 32] from a matrix element of a gauge-invariant nonlocal three-quark operator:
Here σ µν = i 2 [γ µ , γ ν ], C is the charge conjugation matrix, |p is a proton state with momentum p, and N is the proton spinor; ellipses stand for the higher-twist constributions. All interquark separations are assumed to be light-like, e.g., u(z 1 ) denotes the u-quark eld at the space point z 1 n with n 2 = 0, and U (z n , z 0 ) denotes the non-Abelian phase factor (light-like Wilson line)
Because of the light-cone kinematics, the matrix element does not depend on z 0 and the phase factors can be eliminated by choosing a suitable gauge.
The invariant functions V , A and T can be presented in the form
and similarly for A and T , where the integration measure is dened as
The variables x i have the meaning of the longitudinal momentum fractions carried by the three quarks in the proton, 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1 and x i = 1. The identity of the two u-quarks in (2) implies the following symmetry properties [32] V
In addition, the requirement that the proton has isospin 1/2 yields the relation
so that all three invariant functions can be expressed in terms of a single DA ϕ dened as
The normalization convention is such that
The denition in (2) is equivalent to the following form of the proton state [9, 32] 
where the arrows indicate the helicities and the standard relativistic normalization for the states and Dirac spinors is implied.
Moments of DAs are dened as
and similarly for the other functions. They can be related to matrix elements of the local operators
by
In the following we refer to these local operators as DA operators in order to distinguish them from three-quark operators with a general spinor index structure. The multi-indexlmn withl ≡ λ 1 . . . λ l (and similarly form andn) denotes the Lorentz structure given by the covariant derivatives D µ = ∂ µ − igA µ on the right-hand side of Eqs. (12)-(14). The indices l, m, n (without bars) are the total number of derivatives acting on the rst, second and third quark, respectively. A certain moment, e.g., V lmn , is related to several operators V ρlmn τ which dier only by their Lorentz indices. Therefore the moments V lmn , A lmn , T lmn on the right-hand side of Eqs. (15)- (17) can be calculated from dierent operators with same number of derivatives acting on the quark elds. The index ρ corresponds to the uncontracted Lorentz index of the gamma matrices in the operators. The leading-twist projection, P LT W , can be achieved, e.g., by symmetrization in Lorentz indices and subtraction of traces. Our approach for handling the reduced symmetry of the discretized space-time properly is described in Section III.
The symmetry relations (6) are translated into similar relations for the moments:
For further use we dene the combination
Taking into account the isospin relation (7), the moments of V, A, T can be restored from the moments of φ by
The conventional proton DA ϕ(
Due to momentum conservation (x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 1) there are additional relations between lower and higher moments:
In particular this implies
B.
Next-to-leading twist operators and proton decay
In general, there exist three independent next-to-leading (twist-four) three-quark DAs, cf. Ref. [22] . In this work we only consider their normalization, which is related to the contributions of local operators without derivatives. Thus the problem is simplied considerably since the general Lorentz decomposition of the relevant matrix element involves only four structures:
where m N is the nucleon mass and we have used the same notation as in [22] . The leading-twist-three constants V 
which have been introduced in [33, 34] , respectively. Their matrix elements are given by
Separating the components of dierent helicity, one can write
where γ L = (1 − γ 5 )/2 , γ R = (1 + γ 5 )/2 are the left-and right-handed projectors and
The Fierz identity implies
Thus we get
where, as it can be shown, the matrix element on the right-hand side vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit.
The operators (27) and (28) 
Because of (31), (32) one obtains α = m N λ 1 /4 and β = m N λ 2 /8. The knowledge of these two constants allows one to estimate nucleon-to-pion decay matrix elements. Using the notation of Ref.
[40] the relevant factors in the decay amplitude for the proton to π 0 decay (cf. Fig. 1 ) have the form
where f is the tree level pion decay constant normalized such that the experimental value is f π 131 MeV and g A is the axial charge.
III. DETAILS OF THE LATTICE CALCULATION
In this section we discuss the techniques used and the details of the lattice calculation. From now on we work in Euclidean space. In order to dene the Euclidean counterparts of the operators Eqs. (12)- (14), (27)- (28) and (33) we interpret the Dirac matrices and coordinates as being Euclidean. For our Euclidean Dirac matrices see Appendix A.
The expressions on the right-hand-side of Eqs. (12)- (14), (27)-(28) are then modied accordingly. In the rst part of this Section we summarize the general features of our approach. The following parts contain the description of the calculation of matrix elements relevant for leading and next-to-leading twist DAs.
General features
To be as exible as possible in our calculation we have adopted a two-stage approach in the evaluation of the correlators. In the rst step we have calculated correlators of the form
with l + m + n ≤ 2. As interpolating operator for the proton we have used
Due to the presence of two u-quarks in the three-quark operator, Cmln αβγτ can be reconstructed from Clmn αβγτ by an appropriate interchange of Dirac indices.
In the second step the general three-quark operator from Eq. (41) was used to calculate the matrix elements for the dierent quantities we discussed before. The general form of the correlation functions we compute at this stage reads after projection onto momentum p:
Here contributions of excited states have been neglected and the dependence of the nucleon states and spinors on the spin vector s has been made explicit. For the energy E( p) we use the continuum expression E( p) = m 2 N + p 2 . We have checked that this dispersion relation is fullled well within errors (see, e.g., Fig. 2 ), so we had to t only the mass in the exponential. The correlator in Eq. (43) can be directly constructed from the general correlation function (41). The matrix element on the right-hand side is the quantity we want to determine. Thus we have also to calculate the normalization constant Z N ( p), which can be extracted from the usual two-point nucleon correlator
with the positive parity projection γ + = (1 + γ 4 )/2. In the evaluation of the correlator in Eq. (41) the overlap of the nucleon interpolator with the nucleon state is improved by Jacobi smearing at the source while the sink is not smeared since we want to evaluate local matrix elements. Thus the nucleon correlator in Eq. (44) cannot be extracted from the general three-quark nucleon correlator (41) but must be computed separately with Jacobi smeared sink and source.
The normalization constant Z N ( p) could be removed by considering the ratio
However, as we will see later, the location of the eective mass plateaus is dierent for the two correlators, presumably due to the dierent smearings on the sink, spoiling this simple approach. Thus instead of calculating the ratio we perform a correlated t to the two correlators in the range of the corresponding eective mass plateaus.
Up to now we did not take into account that our calculations are performed on a space-time lattice. This leads to reduced symmetry compared to the continuum. Due to this symmetry reduction we expect additional operator mixings which are not present in the continuum. In particular, we can have mixing with lower-dimensional operators.
Thus a systematic analysis and careful choice of the operators used is mandatory. In [30] a complete classication with respect to the spinorial extension of the hypercubic group H(4) for all three-quark operators without derivatives is presented. For operators with one and two derivatives the classication is worked out for the leading-twist case.
These results enable us to derive operators with good mixing properties, good in the sense that they do not mix with lower-dimensional operators. They belong to denite irreducible representations of the spinorial extension of H(4) and are most easily constructed in the Weyl representation of the Dirac matrices. Therefore we also work in this representation.
In Table I we give an overview of the irreducible multiplets of operators taken from (27) and (28) lie completely within the τ 4 1 representation with mass dimension 9/2.
The operators relevant for the leading-twist DAs belong to other multiplets. As operators without derivatives in the
efvi sX yverview of irreduily trnsforming multiplets of threeEqurk opertors sorted y their mss dimension @numer of derivtivesA tken from QH with nottion dpted to our needsF ine for the lssi(tion it is not importnt on whih qurks the derivtives tD only the sum l + m + n is given s supersriptF he susript gives the numering of the opertors ording to the numering onvention in QHF he (rst numer orresponds to the lower index of QH while the seond numer orresponds to the upper index in QH lelling di'erent opertors within one multiplet @fF le RFI in QHAF sn the (rst olumn we give lso the representtions in the nottion of QH where the supersript denotes the dimensionF 
where Γ αβγ µν is a tensor projecting the operator to a certain irreducible representation. As it is not important for the construction of irreducibly transforming operators on which of the quarks the derivatives act, the dierent possibilities fall into the same irreducible representation. The proton operators are then recovered by the identication
and subsequent projection onto isospin 1/2, which is done by combining properly dierent multiplets. This procedure diers somewhat from the approach adopted in Ref.
[30], but it leads to equivalent results.
The operators used in our calculation have to be renormalized. In [41, 42] the required renormalization matrices were calculated nonperturbatively on the lattice imposing an RI -MOM-like renormalization condition. Using continuum perturbation theory and the renormalization group the results were converted to the MS scheme at a scale of 4 GeV 2 .
Note that in this procedure the mixing with total derivatives is automatically taken into account. The scale at which our renormalization condition is imposed is taken to be 20 GeV The three-quark operators O on the left-hand side have also a Dirac index which we do not give explicitly here. The relations to the DA operators given in Appendix B yield then
The operators O 000 B,0 and O 000 C,0 are most suitable for our calculation since O 000 A,0 would require nonzero spatial momenta in the 1 or 2 direction, which would increase the statistical noise. Thus, in order to determine f N , we evaluate nally only the following two correlators at p = 0:
. (53) 1st moments
We use the irreducible operators with one derivative from Appendix B to construct operators for the calculation of the rst moments of the proton DA, 
where the the superscript lmn with l + m + n = 1 and nonnegative integers l, m, n indicates on which elds the derivative acts. The matrix elements of these operators are then
where again a Dirac index is implied for the three-quark operators O. Unlike the case of the 0th moment all operators require at least one nonzero component of the spatial momentum. Hence using all operators available in this case we evaluate the correlators
to determine the rst moments φ 100 , φ 010 and φ 001 . 
where now l + m + n = 2 with l, m, n nonnegative integers. The corresponding matrix element is given by
and the second moments are determined from
C.
Next-to-leading twist DAs
For the higher-twist DAs we consider only the operators without derivatives. If we write the operators in Eqs. (27)- (28) and (33) with general avor content,
we can express them in terms of the irreducible three-quark operators as
and
After the identication f → u, g → u, h → d, we restore the proton operators in (27)- (28) and (33).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We have evaluated our correlators on the QCDSF/DIK congurations generated with two avors of clover fermions at two dierent β values summarized in Table II 3 × 48 lattices. The lattice spacing has been set via the Sommer parameter r 0 = 0.467fm [43, 44] . As far as possible we have also checked that the dependence of the nal results on the tting procedures discussed below is only very mild and the deviations are consistent with the present statistical errors.
A. General discussion
As already anticipated we can reduce the noise by combining dierent momenta and/or dierent operators. However, calculating the general three-quark operator for many momenta turned out to be too expensive. Hence the general correlators (41), and therefore also the correlators for DA operators, were evaluated only for a minimal set of momenta. efvi ssX he set of ltties used in our lultionF he sle ws set vi the ommer prmeter r0 = 0.467 fmF
To extract the nucleon wave function normalization constant f N we have tted the correlator
where we have averaged over the two possible correlators at p = 0. Similarly, for the rst moments we have used
with l + m + n = 1 and p = (2π/L, 0, 0), where L is the spatial extent of our lattice. For the second moment we have only one correlator, hence no averaging is possible and we have evaluated it for p = (0, 2π/L, 2π/L).
To determine the normalization constant Z N ( p) we had also to evaluate the usual nucleon correlator. As the additional smearing on the sink introduces additional noise, in particular for p = 0, we have improved the signal by using dierent momenta in the nucleon correlator. For the 16 3 × 32 lattices we have worked with
while for the 24 3 × 48 lattices we have used a larger number of momenta:
As already mentioned, the location of the eective mass plateaus for the nucleon correlator diers from that for the other correlators as exemplied in Fig. 2 . Thus, instead of calculating the ratios of the correlators we have performed a joint t. As all correlators are evaluated on the same gauge conguration we should also take into account all possible statistical correlations. We have employed two dierent tting procedures with dierent possibilities for incorporating the correlations:
PC: The rst possibility is to t every moment of the DA separately, e.g., for f N φ 100 we t the correlators C 100 1 and C 1 N simultaneously and incorporate the correlations of both correlators and those between dierent time-slices.
However, since we want to extract φ 100 and not f N φ 100 we should in principle also consider the correlation with C 000 . Due to the omission of these additional correlations we call this procedure Partially Correlated.
FC: For the second possibility we have estimated the full crosscorrelation matrix and call this method therefore Fully Correlated. In this case we t simultaneously the correlators for the zeroth, rst and second moment as well as the nucleon correlator with the same modulus of the momentum.
Both methods have some common disadvantages. In order to extract the moments we have to perform multiparameter ts which involve nucleon mass, dierent normalization constants and the moments. The second disadvantage is the required knowledge of the smeared-smeared nucleon correlator for nonzero spatial momenta, which introduces (a) (b) psqF PX i'etive energy plots for di'erent nuleon moment t β = 5.40 nd κ = 0.13610 for the nuleon orreltor @A nd the distriution mplitude orreltors @AD where we hve verged over ll ville orreltorsF he lk irles were otined t zero nuleon momentumD the red squres nd lue dimonds orrespond to
psqF QX lteus of orreltor rtios R 100 @lk dimondsA nd R 200 @lue squresA for β = 5.40 nd κ = 0.1361 together with the orresponding (t vlues nd the ssoited error ndsF additional noise. This requirement can be avoided if we consider ratios of the correlators, which are equal to ratios of moments:
l+m + n = 2 : 
Now we need additional input to determine the normalization of the moments φ lmn with l + m + n ≥ 1. This can be obtained by using the constraint (25). Thus, we require, e.g., for the rst moments that the renormalized moments 
and Z is the renormalization matrix. This leads immediately to a constraint for the ratios R
As in this case we use explicitly the constraint (25) we call this analysis method constrained. The calculation of the ratios R lmn does not suer from the disadvantages mentioned above. Fitting these ratios to a constant we can reach a much higher precision compared to the unconstrained method discussed before. In Fig. 3 we present some of these ratios obtained on one of the ensembles with β = 5.40. They exhibit longer and less noisy plateaus compared to the correlators in Fig. 2 .
The lattice results are obtained at nonphysical quark masses and we have to extrapolate them to the physical point. To our knowledge there are no calculations in chiral perturbation theory to guide our extrapolation. Therefore we have to rely on the behavior of our data and extrapolate them linearly to the physical point. To estimate the systematic uncertainty of this chiral extrapolation we have performed also an extrapolation including a quadratic term. The systematic uncertainty is then taken to be the dierence of the two results.
In the following we present the results of the constrained and unconstrained analysis methods discussed before in the MS scheme at 4 GeV 2 while the raw lattice results are summarized in Appendix C. Using the unconstrained analysis we obtain the normalization constants of the DAs and test how good the constraint in (24) 
B. Unconstrained analysis
In Table III we present the results for the dierent constants which are associated with operators without derivatives:
the nucleon wave function normalization constant f N and the next-to-leading twist normalization constants λ 1 and λ 2 . Our results conrm the relative signs of f N , λ 1 and λ 2 calculated in [22, 45] . Furthermore we observe m N (2λ 1 +λ 2 )/8 = α + β ≈ 0 as in [40, 46] . This is expected since due to (36) 2λ 1 + λ 2 vanishes in the nonrelativistic limit and is known to be small at small quark masses [47] .
Our results for the nucleon wave function normalization constant f N exhibit a clearly nonlinear behavior as a function of m 2 π . However, the dimensionless ratio f N /m 2 N is approximately linear (see Fig. 4(a) ) and it has the additional advantage that it does not suer from the uncertainty in setting the scale on the lattice. The chiral behavior of λ 1 and λ 2 is less clear and we have performed two dierent chiral extrapolations for these quantities. First we have extrapolated the constants λ i linearly to the physical point and then we have applied the same procedure to the ratios λ i /m N . The linear t looks more favorable for the ratios λ i /m N (see Fig. 4(b) ). Thus we take the results from this t as our nal values, but for comparison we also give the results from the other extrapolation. In contrast to [40, 46] we do not observe linear behavior for m N λ i as a function the quark mass. However, our results from the linear extrapolation of λ i /m N are compatible within the errors with those in [40, 46] .
We have determined the moment combinations ϕ lmn = 2φ lmn −φ nml also directly and not from the results for φ lmn , using the PC tting procedure. Thus we had also to compute f N within this approach. We have also determined λ i using this analysis method. The results are presented in efvi sX ghirlly extrpolted g results for normliztion onstnts nd the moments ϕ lmn t β = 5.40 nd β = 5.29 in the w renormliztion sheme t 4 GeV 2 F he (rst error is the omined sttistil error of the moments nd renormliztion mtriesF he seond @thirdA errors re the systemti unertinties due to the hirl extrpoltion @renormliztionAF xote tht only the vlues for ϕ lml n e diretly ompred with the vlues for φ lml in le sssF
As expected, the nonzero spatial momenta make the results for the rst moments noisier than for operators without derivatives. The renormalized results for the moments φ 100 , φ 010 and φ 001 show clearly the deviation from the asymptotic case with φ 100 = φ 010 = φ 001 = 1/3. As the relative dierences of these moments describe the deviation from the symmetric case, they are of particular interest in phenomenological applications. Thus we have also determined these dierences directly and the bare results from the PC analysis are given in Appendix C. Although these results
show a signicant deviation from the symmetric case, the errors are large and do not allow reasonable quantitative conclusions. To illustrate these we show in Fig. 5 (a) the most important asymmetry φ 100 − φ 010 normalized by the sum S 1 so that we can compare this later directly with the results from the constrained analysis. However, the results for the moments are less aected by the noise as shown on the example of φ 100 in Fig. 5 (b) also normalized by S 1 . We have checked our results by calculating the sums S 1 and S 2 according to Eqs. psqF SX ghirl extrpoltion of the symmetry (φ 100 − φ 010 )/S1 @A from g results nd the rtio φ 100 /S1 @A from pg resultsF e hve normlized the vlues y S1 so tht we re le to ompre these diretly with the plots in the onstrined nlysis in pigF UF (a) (b) psqF TX he re @solid lk line with sttistil error ndA nd renormlized @lue dimondsA sum of the (rst moments @A nd seond moments @A ording to iqF @PRA s otined from the pg nlysisF he smller errors for the renormlized vlues re purely sttistilD while the lrger re ones inlude the systemtil error due to the hirl extrpoltionF he three di'erent points were otined from three di'erent renormliztion sles µ in the s Ewyw sheme to estimte the systemti unertinty due to the renormliztionF he theoretil onstrint @PSA tht the sum should e extly equl to one is ful(lled in oth sesF in the operators are higher. Nevertheless, the results still allow us to see the asymmetries. Because of the large errors we give these only for the bare results in Appendix C.
C. Constrained analysis of higher moments
In the last section we have seen that the unconstrained analysis of our data gives us results consistent with theoretical constraint (25). However, better estimates of moments and in particular of asymmetries can be obtained from the correlator ratios R lmn . Indeed, the values extracted from the ratios (summarized in Table V) have smaller errors than those from the unconstrained analysis. The main reasons for this improvement are that we do not have to determine the energy E( p) and normalization constant Z N ( p) for nonzero spatial momenta as both drop out in the constrained analysis. This reduces also the statistical noise as the nucleon correlator with smeared source and sink is not involved anymore in the data analysis.
The normalization constants f N and λ i in Table V were determined by performing a joint t of all relevant correlators. This approach is equivalent to the FC analysis method. However, as the correlators with higher momenta are not involved the obtained results have smaller errors compared to the FC analaysis. Our values for α = −0.0091 ± 0.0002 st ±0.0003 sys and β = 0.0090±0.0002 st ±0.0003 sys obtained from λ i /m N at β = 5.40 (see Table V ) are consistent within the errors with the recent results α = −0.0112 ± 0.0012 st ± 0.0022 sys and β = 0.00120 ± 0.0013 st ± 0.0023 sys from simulations with 2 + 1 avors of domain-wall fermions [46] .
psqF UX he e'et of di'erent hirl extrpoltions is demonstrted in the se of R 100 where in @A liner (t is performed nd in @A qudrti oneF sn the lower plots we show the hirl extrpoltion of the symmetry R 100 − R 010 @A nd the sum R 100 + R 010 @dAF ell the plots ontin lso oneD two nd three sigm error nds of the orresponding (tsF (a) (b) psqF VX viner hirl extrpoltion of the seond moment rtio R 110 @A nd of the symmetry R 200 − R 020 @A s otined from the onstrined nlysis with oneD two nd three sigm error nds of the orresponding (tsF In principle one can calculate similar ratios for correlators involving
However, this leads to statistical errors which are about three times larger.
To illustrate the dependence of R 100 on the pion mass we present in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) linear and quadratic chiral extrapolations of this quantity. As R 010 exhibits a similar behavior, but with opposite slope, the deviation from a linear dependence is amplied in the asymmetry R 100 − R 010 (Fig. 7(c) ). On the other hand, this leads to linear behavior of R 100 + R 010 (Fig. 7(d) ). Thus, due to momentum conservation one expects also linear behavior for R 001 , which is indeed observed in our data. Of course deviations from linear behavior are also possible for all other moments.
However, they seem to be smaller than present statistical errors. Comparing the chiral extrapolations in Fig. 5(a) to Fig. 7 (c) and in Fig. 5(b) to Fig. 7(a) reveals the increased accuracy of the constrained analysis.
This increase of accuracy is even more important for higher moments. From Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) it is obvious that the improvement for the second moments allows us not only to determine the moments but also the more interesting asymmetries. Even more, with the help of the constraints (24) (11)(68)(3) 0.3549(11)(61)(2) φ 010 = ϕ 010 0.3023 (10)(42)(5) 0.3100 (10)(73)(1) φ 001 0.3339 (9)(26)(2) 0.3351(9)(11)(2) φ 100 − φ 001 0.0300 (23)(93)(1) 0.0199 (23)(46) efvi X he results for φ lmn nd the relevnt symmetries s otined from the hirlly extrpolted rtios R lmn in the w renormliztion sheme t 4 GeV 2 F he vlues mrked y str were used in the nlysis of the orresponding symmetries to determine the overll normliztionF he (rst error is the omined sttistil error of the moments nd renormliztion mtries dominted y the sttistil unertinties of the momentsF he seond @thirdA errors re the systemti unertinties due to the hirl extrpoltion @renormliztionAF Our data do not allow us to perform a continuum extrapolation. However, the fact that the β = 5.29 and β = 5.40 results are compatible with each other indicates that its eect would be small. Thus we take the data from our ner lattice (β = 5.40) as our nal numbers. For convenience we summarize in Table VI the corresponding moments ϕ lmn at two dierent renormalization scales as obtained from the β = 5.40 results in Table V . The change of scales has been performed in the one-loop approximation with Λ MS = 226 MeV. For this purpose the moments φ lmn , being not multiplicatively renormalizable, had to be expressed as linear combinations of quantities that are multiplicatively renormalizable, at least in the one-loop approximation, i.e., the coecients c nl to be introduced in the next section. Their values (and hence also the values of the moments φ lmn at the new scale) depend somewhat on the set of moments φ lmn that are used as an input. We employed here the set 1 of moments dened in the following section.
V. MODELLING THE NUCLEON DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDE
Since the available nonperturbative information on the nucleon DA comes in the form of a few rst moments, it is tempting to choose a model which is polynomial in momentum fractions at the reference scale µ 0 . A natural 
Here the rst subscript, n = 0, . . . , N , is the total number of covariant derivatives in the corresponding operator and simultaneously the order of the polynomial P nl (x i ). The second subscript, l = 0, . . . , n, enumerates independent local operators of the same dimension D = n + 3. In this way the scale dependence becomes particularly simple and the functional form is preserved under renormalization in one-loop accuracy. In addition, thanks to the conformal symmetry of QCD Lagrangian, the polynomials P nl (x i ) are mutually orthogonal with respect to the SL(2, R) scalar
By this reason, the set of moments φ lmn , l + m + n ≤ 2, calculated in this work is sucient to determine uniquely all coecients in (80) up to N = 2, i.e., to second order in the quark momentum fractions. Contributions of higher order polynomials correspond to higher dimension operators and can be added when the corresponding information becomes available.
In the literature there seems to be no standard convention for the normalization of the polynomials P nl (x i ) so we choose the simplest expressions (cf. [12, 48] ):
where
The scale dependence of the normalization constant is to this accuracy
The coecients c nl , l ≤ n, are given in terms of the moments φ lmn as 
Note that for N = 2 there are ve independent coecients c nl , which is also the number of independent moments φ lmn for l + m + n ≤ 2 due to the constraints (24). In the above expressions we have chosen φ 100 , φ 001 , φ 101 , φ
200
and φ 002 to be the independent subset.
psqF WX fryentri ontour plot of the ledingEtwist distriution mplitude ϕ(x1, x2, x3, µ 2 ) in the limit of Q 2 = µ 2 → ∞ @A nd t µ 2 = 4 GeV 2 @EdA using expnsion @VHA s otined from the β = 5.40 moments presented in le F he symmetry used y the (rst moments only (N = 1) is illustrted in @AD while in @EdA we took into ount lso the seond moments (N = 2)F sn @A we hve used set I nd in @dA set P s desried in the textF he lines of onstnt x1D x2 nd x3 re prllel to the sides of the tringle lelled y x2D x3 nd x1D respetivelyF Our nal results for the coecients c nl at the renormalization scale µ 2 = 4 GeV 2 as obtained from the β = 5.40 moments presented in Table V are collected in Table VII . As the central values for the moments φ lmn with l+m+n = 2 do not fulll the constraint (24) exactly, the values of c 20 , c 21 , c 22 depend on the set of moments φ lmn that are used as an input. To illustrate this eect, we show two sets of the coecients obtained from φ 101 , φ 200 , φ 002 (set 1) and φ 101 , φ 011 , φ 110 (set 2). The dierence between the two sets is, of course, part of the uncertainty of the calculation.
We estimate the overall uncertainty to be about 30% for c 10 , c 11 , of order 50% for c 20 , c 21 and a factor of two for c 22 . efvi ssX gentrl vlues of the oe0ients c nl in the expnsion @VPA t the renormliztion sle µ 2 = 4 GeV 2 s otined from the β = 5.40 moments presented in le F psqF IHX he model funtion ϕ(xi) for x1 t x3 = 0.5 with its sttistil unertintyF
The resulting shape of the nucleon DA is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The asymptotic DA corresponding to the leading term in the expansion (82) is shown in Fig. 9(a) . It is totally symmetric in the three quark momentum fractions. The model obtained by adding the terms proportional to c 10 and c 11 is presented in Fig. 9(b) . Compared to the asymptotic case, the maximum is shifted towards larger values of x 1 indicating that the rst quark carries a larger fraction of the proton momentum. Finally, for the plots in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) we add contributions of the second order polynomials (n = 2), using the coecients c 20 , c 21 , c 22 from the rst and the second set in Table VII , respectively. The dierence is in fact not too large and the eect is the same in both cases: The maximum is smeared out forming two local maxima and one local minimum. While the model function from set 2 exhibits an approximate symmetry ϕ(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ≈ ϕ(x 1 , x 3 , x 2 ), this property is less obvious in the case of set 1. However, the general pattern is preserved.
Whether the change in the shape of the DA caused by adding the second-order polynomials is of phenomenological signicance can only be investigated in a dedicated study, which goes beyond the scope of this work. Note, however, that in full analogy to usual quantum mechanics, the quality of an approximation to the wave function has to be measured with respect to the scalar product of the appropriate Hilbert space, in our case Eq. (81), and not pointwise in, e.g., the momentum fraction representation.
In Fig. 10 we show ϕ(x i ) at x 3 = 0.5 as a function of x 1 (x 2 ) together with the statistical error in order to give an impression of the corresponding uncertainty. The eect of choosing dierent subsets of φ lmn with l + m + n = 2 is demonstrated in Fig. 11 where we plot the dierence of ϕ(x i ) for set 1 and set 2.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have evaluated the rst few moments of the leading-twist nucleon DA in lattice QCD. Along with these moments we have determined the nucleon couplings to local subleading (twist-four) operators. The required correlators have been computed on gauge eld congurations generated by the QCDSF/DIK collaborations using two dynamical avors of clover fermions. The necessary renormalization matrices have been calculated nonperturbatively, including the mixing with operators containing total derivatives.
We have worked with two dierent gauge couplings corresponding to β = 5.29 and β = 5.40. For the lattice sizes and psqF IIX ystemti unertinty due to the hoie of the independent susets of φ lmn with l + m + n = 2 @for detils see textAF he lines of onstnt x1D x2 nd x3 re prllel to the sides of the tringle lelled y x2D x3 nd x1D respetivelyF quark masses see Table II . As our nal numbers we take the data from our ner lattice (β = 5.40). The results for the moments of the leading-twist DA at two dierent renormalization scales are presented in Table VI . The corresponding coecients in the expansion of the DA in a basis of orthogonal polynomials are given in Table VII . Truncating this expansion at the second order, we obtain a model of the DA which is plotted in Fig. 9 . Our error estimates include statistic and known sources of systematic uncertainties, but still have to be considered with some caution. The largest uncertainty is caused by the chiral extrapolation. We expect that it will be reduced in the relatively near future when simulations with smaller pion masses on larger lattices become available.
Our value for the coupling f N , which determines the normalization of the leading-twist nucleon DA, appears to be approximately 40% below the corresponding QCD sum rule estimates [8, 9, 19] . If conrmed, this result would deal yet another blow at the hopes to calculate the nucleon magnetic form factor at realistic momentum transfers within perturbative QCD. At the same time, the twist-four couplings λ 1 and λ 2 , which are related to the normalization of subleading twist-four DAs, turn out to be in agreement with other estimates. These constants are relevant, e.g., for the description of form factors involving a helicity ip within perturbative QCD [23] and also for soft (end-point) corrections to the form factors in the light-cone sum rule approach [24, 49] . The same constants enter the eective baryon chiral Largangian and can be used to estimate the proton life time within GUT models.
The results we have obtained for the rst moments of the nucleon DA are consistent with the conventional picture that the valence u-quark with helicity parallel to that of the proton carries the largest fraction of its momentum, but the eect seems to be less pronounced compared to the corresponding QCD sum rule calculations [8, 9, 19] . Our numbers, however, are compatible with those extracted from the ts to the electromagnetic proton form factors within the light-cone sum rule approach [49] .
Our calculation of the second moments of the DA indicates the presence of considerable second-order contributions in the expansion in terms of orthogonal polynomials. Qualitatively, these contributions smear out the maximum forming two local maxima and one local minimum (see Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) ). The investigation of the phenomenological consequences of these and other features of our model DA, such as the approximate symmetry ϕ(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ≈ ϕ(x 1 , x 3 , x 2 ), requires a dedicated study, which goes beyond the scope of the present work and will be presented elsewhere. 
The charge conjugation matrix has been chosen as
APPENDIX B: OPERATOR RELATIONS FOR LEADING-TWIST DISTRIBUTION AMPLITUDES
In the following we give the relations between the operators whose matrix elements dene moments of the leadingtwist DA of spin-1/2 baryons (DA operators) and the irreducible operators that appear in the general group-theoretical classication in [30] . The relations are written for general quark avors f , g, h; the proton case is obtained by the replacement f, g → u, h → d and the appropriate symmetrization to single out the contribution of isospin 1/2.
The total symmetrization in space-time indices denoted by the curly brackets, e.g.,
reects the leading-twist projection. For example, the moment V 001 is calculated from
In the notation used below, it is not indicated explicitly on which quark the derivatives act in the operators on the right-hand side. However, it is always implied that the positions of the derivatives are the same on both sides of the equations. 
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